
1983 - 2023 Our first 40 years of entrepreneurial experience have arrived. Those were sparkling, dynamic, technological and international 

years. 

In 1983, my father Walter after 16 years of collaboration in another company, set up on his own and set up the first production site; 

I thought it best to put myself to the test right away even though I was still a boy and still studying, giving me the opportunity to design and 

make the first wooden tables line. 

This is how we became partners of the most important companies in the Chair Triangle District and the Livenza Furniture District. 

Among the most famous brands, I remember with pleasure the collaborations with important companies and designers such as for example 

CALLIGARIS, POTOCCO, MONTINA International, MARONESE GROUP, SANTAROSSA; 

furthermore being able to share secrets and production techniques with characters of the caliber of Enzo Berti, Jasper Morrison, Patricia 

Urquiola, still world leaders in Design, we produced tables for third parties and the success we have achieved we owe it to all the 

customers who, numerous, in the years have believed in our ability, seriousness, quality, constancy. 

1998 - 2023 was the year in which ITF Design srl was born, the company of the group that offers its collections under our signature all over 

the world and which allowed us to grow significantly and to be known worldwide. 

We have sold and are still selling in various foreign countries and our collections are present in the best furniture stores in Japan, Korea, USA, 

Israel, Cyprus, England, France, Germany, Austria, Holland, Belgium, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Greece , Spain, Portugal, 

Finland, Slovenia, Croatia, Russia, Emirates, Qatar, Bahrein. 

We have reached incredible numbers, and we can proudly say that we have seated millions of people around the world, producing tables & 
chairs for decades. 

 

To all customers who buy and use ITFDESIGN branded products we simply say THANK YOU, it was a pleasure to serve you !!! 

 
Alberto Turolo – Designer, Art Director and Head Sales Manager ITF Design srl 

Company Profile 



Our History – A family passion 
Since 1983, we have combined contemporary design and traditional craftsmanship to produce tables and chairs that spread our history all over the world. 

 
ITFDESIGN is a family business that speaks of a world that is at once informal, elegant and contemporary. 
The continuous search for the creative potential given by exclusive combinations of industrial materials, natural materials and craft techniques, combined with the 
passion of over 40 years of activity, has given life to a style that is recognisable all over the world. 
 

 

1983 Foundation 
42 Countries 
95%  Export 



A special thanks to our Worldwide Partners 



Ceramic experts 

From 2007 we are manufacturer of tables, 
coffee tables, accessories and complements with surfaces in 
Porcelain Stoneware, 
Marbles & Stones effects, from the best Italian Ceramic Slabs 
Industries. 



Today the company it’s specialized and become the most innovative producer of 
tables, coffee tables, sideboards and complementary items in ceramic stones and 

marbles in Italy and Europe. The experience made in this 16 years give us the 
necessary know how, to create a real revolution in the market. Today the company 

is a reality of success on the international market, export the 95% of the turnover 
and is active in both the contract and residential sector with proposals perfect for 

any environment: 
homes, offices, places of study or work, indoors and outdoors. 

Astyle 



NYHAVN Chair +  Radius Table 

The company carefully considers the stimulus coming from the design and art world 
as well as from the evolution of living, in order to create contemporary solutions 
which can meet all present-day needs. The result is a collection of products having an 
essential style but with a strong identity, which fits without merging, and becomes 
part of all environments: at home, in studying or working areas, indoor or outdoor. 
A further evidence of the high value and of the superior quality of ITF DESIGN 
creations, are the successes obtained in prestigious awards. 



BRAVE – a storage solution 

A principle of production where tradition, strictness and quality research are well 
integrated to the constant testing of new materials and technologies, achieved with the 
support of major Universities and chemical industries. This philosophy brought the 
company to patent a great number of models as well as several production processes. 



MAMAMIA Chair 
ITF DESIGN products undergo hi-tech processes and are 

manufactured using the most traditional and advanced materials: 
solid wood, porcelain stoneware, steel and alluminium alloys, 
polymeric materials like polycarbonate, polipropylen, nylon. 

All models are checked through strict tests in order to 
guarantee 

conformity with the most important  quality and safety 
standards 

 
Moulded in transparent polycarbonate with gas 

technology of the second generation, it is antistatic, scratch and 
UV resistant and 

conforms the UNI EN 15373 standards 



When you buy ITF Design products 
you don't get just simple mass-produced items. 

You're buying hundreds of working hours spent in design, 
failures, tests and experiments.  

Days, weeks and even months plenty of frustration 
and satisfaction. 

You're buying furniture,  
but you're actually obtaining a piece of heart.  

A piece of our soul, some life-time of our artisans.  
Our work is our passion and your daily pleasure. 

 
Alberto Turolo – Designer, Art Director and Head Sales Manager ITF Design srl 


